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Let 6: A + fi(A 0 C:(G)) be a coaction of a locally compact group G on a 
C*-algebra A. Then for any closed normal amenable subgroup H of G we define a 
coaction i? 1 : A + fi(A 0 C:(G/H)) of G/H on A. We present dense *-subalgebras 
of the crossed products A x, G and A x8, (G/H) and use these to induce representa- 
tions of A xg, (G/H) to representations of A xn G. We then formulate an 
imprimitivity theorem for the induction process; that is, we classify the induced 
representations. We also investigate the continuity of the induction process and are 
able to prove Rieffel’s conjecture that the dual action to a coaction is proper and 
saturated. CC 1991 Academic Press, Inc 
In 1898, in his analysis of the representation theory of finite groups, 
Frobenius [6] introduced a method for constructing representations 
(called induced representations) of a group from those of its subgroups. 
Some 40 years later, Nakayama [ 181 and Weil [28] generalised his con- 
struction to include compact groups, and in 1291. Wigner was able to 
extend these ideas and thus describe the representations of the (non-com- 
pact) inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Building on this Mackey [15-171 
developed a theory of induced representations for arbitrary separable 
locally compact groups and proved an imprimitivity theorem character- 
ising those representations that can be obtained from his construction. 
Much of the theory of representations of groups is subsumed in the 
theory of *-representations of involutive Banach algebras. In particular, 
Rieffel [21] has shown that the theory of induced representations of 
groups can be reformulated in the context of C*-algebras. Fell 13, 51 has 
also given a closely related theory of induced representations in the context 
of Banach *-algebraic bundles, but we shall adopt Rieffel’s approach. 
Rieffel’s work states that if we can find dense subalgebras d and S of 
C*-algebras E and F, respectively, and a bimodule X which carries a left 
b-action, a right @-action and an P-valued inner product satisfying 
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various conditions, then we can construct representations of E from those 
of F (see Section 1 for details). His work also includes a very general 
imprimitivity theorem involving the algebra, K(X), of “compact operators” 
of the F-rigged module X. 
Earlier work by Takesaki [253 established a theory of induced represen- 
tations for crossed products by actions (covariance algebras) which, as 
shown by Green [S], can be exhibited within Rieffel’s framework. Green’s 
version of Takesaki’s work states that if c1 is an action of a locally compact 
group G on a C*-algebra A and H is a closed subgroup of G, then 
C,.(G, A) ( = X) is a left C,.(G, A) ( = a), right C,.(H, A) ( = F) bimodule 
with a C,.(H, A)-valued inner product which satisfies Rieffel’s conditions. 
Hence one can construct representations of A x, G ( = E) from representa- 
tions of A x, H ( = F); that is, one has an induction process. By identifying 
the algebra, K(X), of compact operators as the crossed product 
(A 0 GdGIH)) X,B, G, where t is the left translation action of G on 
C,(G/H), Green is also able to reformulate Takesaki’s characterisation of 
the induced representations (imprimitivity theorem) in Rieffel’s setting. 
It is the intention of this paper to present an analogous induction pro- 
cess and imprimitivity theorem for representations of crossed products by 
coactions. More precisely, if 6 is a coaction of G on A, H is a closed normal 
amenable subgroup of G, and 6 1 is the “restriction” of 6 to a coaction of 
G/H on A (see Section 2), then using Rieffel’s theory we will establish a 
procedure for constructing representations of A x6 G from those of 
A x 6l (G/H) and will be able to characterise those representations which 
can be obtained in this way. This will require finding suitable candidates 
for &, 9, and X, and the determination of the algebra K(X) in terms of 
A x6 G and other known quantities. 
In [24], Rieffel introduces “proper” actions of groups on C*-algebras. 
These actions have been defined so as to be a generalisation of proper 
actions of groups on locally compact spaces and are closely related to the 
integrable actions of [ 1,2]. As a by-product of our construction we are 
able to verify Rieffel’s conjecture that the dual action to a coaction is 
proper and saturated. 
Gootman and Lazar [7] have presented a different notion of induction 
for crossed products by coactions: they define the representation of A xg G 
induced from the representation Q of A ( = A x6, (G/G)) to be 
((Q 0 i) 0 6) x (10 M,), where M, is the representation of C,(G) on L2(G) 
by multiplication operators. We show (Proposition 21) that this notion is 
a special case ours (when H = G). We also generalise their result [7, 
Theorem 3.81 on the continuity of the induction process. 
In Section 1 we gather a little background material. In Section 2 we 
introduce the restriction 6 1 of a coaction 6 and show that given a faithful 
representation, n, of A on some Hilbert space 2, the crossed product 
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A x6, (G/H) can be faithfully represented on .A @L”(G). We will generally 
choose to work with this copy of A x,3 / (G/H) in B(X @ L’(G)), which we 
will denote A x6 (G/H), rather than A xs, (G/H) itself. We begin the 
presentation of the main results in Section 3, where we show that if cp 
averages elements of C,.(G) over H-cosets, then the set GSH of norm limits 
of sequences (xi),?‘!!, in B(X 0 L’(G)) of the form 
where the au are in A, the fb are elements of C,.(G), all of which have 
support in some fixed compact subset of G, and where u is some fixed 
compactly supported element of the Fourier algebra, is a dense *-subalgebra 
of A x6 (G/H). We are now in a position to present our candidates for &, 
F”, and X. If 1 denotes the trivial subgroup of G, then 9, is a dense 
*-subalgebra of A x6 (G/l ) = A x6 G and is our choice for 6. Our choice for 
9 is gH. In Section 4 we show that 9,) our candidate for X, can be 
equipped with a ~2~-valued inner product and that it is a left g,, right giH, 
bimodule which fits Rieffel’s framework, and thus provides the basis for our 
construction of induced representations. In Section 5 we identify the 
algebra K(X) as the crossed product (A x6 G) XJ H, where s^ is the dual 
action of G on A x6 G (restricted to H). This enables us to establish the 
following imprimitivity theorem for the induction process: A representation 
v of A xg G on 2 is induced from a representation of A x6, (G/H) if, and 
only if, there exists a unitary representation U of H on 2 such that (v, U) 
is a covariant representation of (A Xg G, H, 6). In the remaining two 
sections we investigate the continuity of our induction process and show 
that the dual action to a coaction is proper and saturated, confirming 
Rieffel’s conjecture. 
This paper forms part of the author’s doctoral thesis, which was sub- 
mitted to the University of New South Wales in September 1988. The 
author takes this opportunity to thank his graduate adviser, Professor 
Iain Raeburn. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Firstly we establish some notation. Throughout, A and B will be 
C*-algebras, M(A) will denote the multiplier algebra of A, and B(X) will 
be the algebra of linear operators on the Hilbert space &‘“, with K(2) the 
ideal of compact operators. G will be a locally compact group, with AC and 
pc, respectively, the left and right regular representations of G, and L'(G), 
in B(L*(G)). Unless otherwise stated, all representations will be assumed 
non-degenerate. C*(G) will denote the group C*-algebra and C,*(G) will be 
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the subalgebra J,(C*(G)) of B(L2(G)). The natural inclusion of G in 
M(C*(G)) will be denoted by i,. We will denote the complex and real 
numbers by @ and R, respectively. C,(G, A), C,(G, A), and C,.(G, A) will 
denote the continuous functions from G to A which (i) are bounded, (ii) 
vanish at infinity, and (iii) have compact support. If A is C, then the above 
algebras will be denoted C,(G), C,(G), and C,(G), respectively. C”,(G, A) 
will denote the bounded strictly continuous maps from G to M(A). MG will 
denote the representation of C,(G) on L*(G) by multiplication operators. 
If B is a Banach space, B* will denote the dual space of B. Iff is a function 
on G, we detinef,xx fs, andf" byf(t)=f(t),~(t)=f(tp1),7(t)=f(t-'), 
f,(t)= f(s-'t), andf(t)= f(o). 
Let ds denote left Haar measure on G. A map f: G + B(X) is (weakly) 
integrable if the maps: s + o( f (3)) are Lebesgue integrable and there exists 
an element TE B(Z) such that w(T) = lG o(f(s)) ds for all weakly con- 
tinuous functionals o on B(X). The element T is unique and will be 
denoted jG f(s) ds. All integrals of operator valued functions will be of this 
type. We note that all weakly continuous compactly supported maps f: 
G + B(X) are integrable. 
Slice Maps 
Let A 0 B denote the algebraic tensor product of A and B. Let A @B 
denote its completion in the minimum C*-norm. For each u E B* we define 
the slice map S,: A 0 B+ A by x1=, a, @ 6, + C’=l u(b,)a,. By [27, 
Theorem 11, S, is bounded for the minimum C*-norm and hence extends 
to A 0 B. Define left and right actions of B on B* by (b l u)(a) = u(ab) and 
(u. b)(a) = u(ba), for a, b E B. It is easily checked that 
S,.,(z) = $A(1 Ob)z) S,..(z)=Su(z(lOb)) 
as,(z) = &((a@ 1 )z) Uzb = S,(z(a 0 I)), 
where ZEA@B. Now B * is a two sided B-module with a bounded 
approximate identity such that lib l uI[ B* < (IblJ B Ilull B*. So by Cohen’s 
factorisation theorem [ 10, Theorem 32.221 any element u of B* can be 
writtenasu=b*$=c*o*d=w*e,forsomev, w,$~B*andb,c,d,e~B. 
We can use this to extend S, to a map YU: M(A @ B) + M(A) determined 
by X(zb = %.,&)a = X,.,(z(aOb)) and a%(z) = aYb.,.,(z) = 
YbY’((a@ c)z). It is easily checked that the definition is independent of the 
way we factor U, that YU is strictly continuous, that 11$“4p,(l = I(uIIB., and that 
the formulas (1) still hold [14, Lemma 1.51. Define a map y: C*(G)* + 
CdG) by {~(lcl))(s) = $(k(s)). Let B(G) = Y(C*(G)*), B,(G) = y(C,*(G)*), 
and A(G) = y(vN(G),), where UN(G), is the predual of the group 
von Neumann algebra UN(G). B(G) equipped with the algebraic operations 
of C,(G) and the norm inherited from C,*(G)* is an involutive Banach 
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algebra with subalgebras B,(G) and A(G), see [4, 19, Sect. 7.11. ,4(G) is 
called the Fourier algebra. We will denote the compactly supported 
elements of A(G) by A,.(G). We shall mainly be interested in slice maps 
when B is C,*(G) and B* is B,(G). Note that if u E ,4(G) c B,(G), s E G, and 
gE C,.(G), then u(1.J~)) = U(S) and u(&(g)) = SC U(S) g(s) ds. 
Induced Representations of C*-Algebras 
Let d and g be pre-C*-algebras with completions A and B, respectively. 
Let 9 be a g-rigged space with g-action l and pre-&?-valued inner 
product ( .,. )Q. We will denote the C*-algebra of (equivalence classes of) 
bounded operators on 9 by L(g) and the imprimitivity algebra of 9, that 
is, the closure in L(g) of the operators T,., r: 9 -+ 9: y -+ w l (x, Y)~, 
where w, x E 9, by K(g). We note that K(g) is strongly Morita equivalent 
to B [21, Propositions 6.5 and 6.61. Now suppose 9 is a pre-Hermitian 
g-rigged d-module with d-action 0. Then 9 can be used to construct 
representations of A from representations of B. This is achieved as follows: 
Suppose v is a representation of B on 2”. Then we define a pre-inner 
producton~~Obby(xO5,yO~),,.,=({v((y,x),)j(r),?),,for5, 
V) E X (this is equivalent to Rieffel’s construction [21, Theorem 5.11, which 
uses 2 @& %’ instead of 2 @X, since the elements (x0 b) @ 5 -x @ (b 6 4) 
have length zero). We obtain a Hilbert space %indG Z from 9 0 X by 
factoring out the vectors of length zero and completing. The representation 
%indg v of A on .@indG 2 determined by { {%indA,v}(a)}(x@r)= 
(a= x) @ 5 is called the representation induced from v. For any g-rigged 
space 9, llxll$ = 11(x, x)~II~ defines a semi-norm on 9. Factoring by the 
vectors of length zero and completing we obtain a Banach space X. It can 
be checked that X is a B-rigged space and that K(X) is isomorphic to 
K(s). Further if 9 is a pre-Hermitian a-rigged .r$-module, then X is a 
pre-Hermitian B-rigged A-module and can thus also be used to induce 
representations of B to representations of A. It is not difficult to check that 
the representations %indg v and X-indA, v are unitarily equivalent. When 
$8 (or X) is understood we will denote the induced representation simply 
by indg v. Although it is clearly easier to construct induced representations 
using the module 9, rather than its completion X, we shall use X since it 
will be necessary to do so when we study the continuity of the induction 
process. For more on the above, see [21, 22, Sect. 33. 
Coactions and Their Crossed Products 
We will call a homomorphism y: A -+ M(B) non-degenerate if A has an 
approximate identity (er)ie, such that y(e,) + 1 strictly in M(B). If y is non- 
degenerate, then it has a unique strictly continuous extention, which we 
will continue to denote y, to M(A) [ 14, Lemma 1.11. &(A @B) will denote 
the set of XEM(A@B) such that x(l@z) and (l@z)x~A@B for all 
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ZEB. Let gEC,.(G). Then 6,: CP(G)+a(CP(G)@C,*(G)): R,(g)-+ 
SG g(s) &(s) @ 2,J.r) ds determines a well-defined *-homomorphism called 
the comultiplication map. A coaction of G on A is an injective non- 
degenerate *-homomorphism 6: A + fi(A @ C,*(G)) such that (S 0 i) 0 6 = 
(i @ 6,) 0 6. We will call a coaction non-degenerate if for each [ E A * there 
exists @ E C,*(G)* such that (c @ 1,9) 0S # 0. If rc is a faithful representation 
of A on *e and 6 is a coaction of G on A, then the crossed product A x8 G 
of A, by 6, is the C*-subalgebra of B(X@L*(G)) generated by the 
elements (7~0 i}(b(a))(l 0 M&f)), w h ere a~,4 andfEC,(G). It can be 
shown that the crossed product is independent of the choice of 7~. When 
there is no danger of confusion { rt 0 i}(&a))( 10 MJf)) will be shortened 
to 6(a)(l of) and (1 @M,(f)){z@i)(6(a)) to (1 of) 6(a). For any coac- 
tion 6 there is a natural action, the dual action, 6 of G on A x6 G defined 
by 8, = Ad(1 @ pc(s)). We define a unitary element oG of C”,(G, C:(G)) 
(g M(C,(G)O C,*(G))) by o,Js) = n,(s), for all s E G. A covariant 
representation for the system (A, G, 6) on X’ is a pair (n, p), where 71 and 
p are representations of A and C,,(G), respectively, on Y?, such that 
(~oi}(6(a))=({~Oi}(oo))(~(a)Ol)({ClOi}(oF)) VaEA, 
see [20]. We note that YU(wG) = u and hence that sP,( ~0 i}(oc)) = p(u). 
To see that the covariance condition of [ 14, Definition 3.53 is the same as 
that presented here, note that the corepresentation WE B(%)@uN(G) 
corresponding to the representation p is determined by the relationship 
Y’(W)=~(u), for all UEA(G), so that W= {,u@i}(oo). In [14] it is 
proved that the representations of A x6 G on 2 correspond bijectively to 
the covariant representations of (A, G, 6) on &‘. We denote the representa- 
tion of A x6 G corresponding to the covariant representation (rc, p) of 
(A, G, 6) by rr x n. By [ 14, Theorem 3.71 we have that (rt x p) 0 6 = 71 and 
(rcx~)o(l@M,)=~. 
Let u E B,(G). If Y:: M(A @ C,*(G)) + M(A) is a slice map, then we will 
abbreviate YU(P,(6(a)) by 6,(a). Note that L$(&(A 0 C,*(G))) c A. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a, b E A, u, u, w E A,(G), that w is one on 
(supp u)(supp v), and that 
6(n) = ;;?-F; i a, @n,(fi,) and 
strict mk 
.I= 1 
d(b) = limit 1 b,, 0 kAg,J 
/= 1 
in M(A@ C,*(G)) for some a,, b,, E A andf,], g,, E C,(G). Then if . denotes 
pointwise multiplication 
(i) 6(6,(a)) is the strict limit of the CT=, aii 0 I.,(v . f4), 
(ii) &(6,(a)) = a,.,(a), 
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(iii) 6,,(6,(a) 6,(b)) = d,(a) d,(b), 
(iv) (YU(z))* = Yfi(z*) for all z E M(A 0 C,*(G)). 
Proof: (i) 
= lim i aV 0 ( j” 
iCl ,= I G 
u(s) L?(s) &(s) &) 
=f’,“: 2 uij((U’U)(~G(f;i)))=~u.,(u). 
/=I 
(iii) By Cohen’s factorization theorem we can write w = c l I,$ l d for 
some c, dE C,*(G) and $ E B,(G). Let e E A. Then 
= 9$ lim 2 (eu,!) 0 (d&(u .A?)) 
i-m /=I > 
= Jim C euob,,e w(A,(u .fi,) * AG(v. gi,)) 
‘+OD j.l 
= ,!T ; eu,#iIe u(nG(&)) u(nGk,,)) 
(by a straightforward calculation using the fact that w is one on the set 
(supp u)(supp 0)) 
= e 6,(u) 6Jb)e. 
Now letting e run over an approximate identity of A gives (iii). 
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(iv) Suppose z = CY= i ai O A,( gi) E A o UCAG)). Then 
i= 1 i=l 
and (iv) follows since YU, Yfi, and the *-operation are strictly con- 
tinuous. 1 
2. COACTIONS OF QUOTIENTS 
Throughout, 6 will be a coaction of G on A and n will be a faithful 
representation of A on the Hilbert space X. In this section H will be a closed 
normal amenable subgroup of G. For each such H we define a coaction 
6): A + fi(A@ C,*(G/H)) of G/H on A. We then show that the crossed 
product A x6, (G/H) has a faithful representation on B(&‘@ L*(G)). 
Define cp: C,(G) + C,(G/H) by {cp(f)}(sH) = j,f(.sh) dh. Note that cp is 
surjective [IS, Theorem 15.211. We will normalize the Haar measures on G 
and G/H by insisting that 
In order to define 6 1 we need to prove the following two lemmas. Let 
indg:iG,: v denote the representation of C*(G) induced from the representa- 
tion v of C*(H) as in [21, Sect. 71. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 1, is the integrated form of the trivial representation 
of H on @ and A: C*(G) -M(C,*(G/H)) is the integrated form of the 
unitary representation p: G-+M(C,*(G/H)): s-+&,,(sH). Then A is 
unitarily equivalent to indz:ig’, 1 H. 
Proof Let L x, y E C,(G) and CI, fl E @. Recall that indg:i$ 1, is a 
representation of C*(G) on Z, where Z is C,(G) 0 @ factored and com- 
pleted with respect to the pre-inner product (x 0 ~1, y @ /?)C,(GJB c = 
({lH(<Y, x> ,-,~G~))(u), fl c. Define U: C,(G)OC -L’(G/H) by x0 1 + 
q(x). Since q(C,(G)) = C,.(G/H), U maps onto a dense subspace of 
L2( G/H). Now 
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So U preserves the pre-inner products. We also have that 
= lj H of(s)x(s+th)dsdh 
= {f4f))(U(xO l)))(tW. 
Hence U extends to a unitary operator from 2 onto L2(G/H) which 
intertwines the C*(G) actions and the two representations are unitarily 
equivalent as claimed. 1 
LEMMA 3. Suppose A: C*(G) --) CP(G/H) is as in Lemma 2. Then 
ker A 3 ker E.,. Hence the map @: C,*(G) -+ C,*(G/H) determined by 
n,(s) -+ i,,,(sH) is well defined and A = @ 0 2,. Also @ is a non-degenerate 
*-homomorphism such that @(&Jf )) = lGIH(q(f )) for all f E C,,(G). 
Proof. Let A,, be the left regular representation of C*(H) on L*(H). 
Then since H is amenable ker 1, is trivial [19, Theorem 7.7.51. Hence 
ker 1, contains ker A,. By Lemma 2 and since induction preserves weak 
containment [8, Proposition 91, we have that 
ker A = ker(indF:iE), lH) 3 ker(ind${g: iH) = ker 1,. 
The last statement of the lemma is easily checked. It implies that @(C,*(G)) 
is contained in the closure of I,(C,(G/H)), which is C:(G/H). That is, @ 
maps into Cf(G/H). To see that @ is a non-degenerate *-homomorphism, 
let (e&J be an approximate identity for C,*(G) contained in C,.(G), and 
let g = cp( f) E C,( G/H) for some f E C,,(G). Then 
@(nG(ej)) &,rf(g) = @(We, * f )) -+ @(Mf )) = &H(g), 
Similarly AGIH( g) @(A&e,)) -+ &,,(g). Hence, since such A,,(g) are dense, 
@(A,(e,)) + 1 strictly in M(C,*(G/H)) and @ is non-degenerate as 
claimed. u 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose 6 is a coaction of G on A. Define 
6 1 : A + iii(A @ C,*(G/H)) by 61 (a) = {iQ@}(G(a)). 
Then 6 1 is a coaction of G/H on A 
Proof Since @ is non-degenerate, so is i@ @. Hence iQ @ extends to 
M(A 0 C,*(G)). Since both 6 and @ are non-degenerate *-homomorphisms, 
so is 6 1. Let f’ E C,.(G). To see that 6 1 maps into fi(A @ C,*(G/H)), note 
that by Lemma 3 
Jl (a)(lQblH(cpf))= {iQ~)(6(a)){iQ~}(1Q~c(f)) 
= {iQ~}(~(a)(lQ~~,(f)))~AQC,*(G/H), 
since &a)(1 0 n,(f)) E A 0 C,*(G). Hence 6 I (a)(1 0 z) E A 0 CP(G/H) for 
all ZE C,*(G/H), since elements of the form &,JSDf) are dense in 
C,*( G/H). Now 
6, I (Mf)) = {iO @}(~,(Mf))) 
where W is the unitary operator in B(L2(G x G/H)) defined by 
{ W(t)}(s, W = Us, s -‘tH). The right hand side of the above is clearly 
injective, hence so is 6,l. Now since 
(i~6,))~6=(i~i~~)o(i~6,)06 
=(i@i@@)o(6@i)o6 
=(6@i)o6\, 
the injectivity of (i @ 6, I ) 0 6 implies that of (6 0 i) o 6 1, and hence of 6 I. It 
remains to show the coaction identity. Firstly, we note that 
= s G f(s) L,H (SW 0 ~~,HW) ds 
= s 5 f(sh) dh &,(sH) 0 %,,,(sH) dsh’ G/H H 
= 6G,Ho @(Mf)). 
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It should be noted that if 6 is a coaction of an abelian group G and c( 
is the corresponding action of G, then 6 1 corresponds to the restriction of 
c1 to the subgroup H’ (explaining the notation) and that A x6, (G/H) is 
isomorphic to A x, H’-. In what follows we shall embed C,(G/H) in C,(G) 
via the mapping q: C,(G/H) -+ C,(G), where {q(F)}(s)=F(sH), for SEG, 
and FE C,(G). That is, we shall view elements of C,(G/H) as functions in 
C,(G) which are constant on H-cosets. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose (4, p) is a couariant representation of (A, G, 6) 
on a Hilbert space 2. Then (e, p 0 q) is a covariant representation of 
(A, G/H, 6 ( ) on 22. Hence we have a map, which we will call the restriction 
map, 
Res A x,jG A xs,(G/H): Rep(A Xa G) --+Rep(A xdl (G/H)):ex~+ex(~~s). 
Proof: Firstly, we note that since p is non-degenerate it has a (unique 
strictly continuous) extension to M( C,,(G)) E C,(G). So p 0 q is well defined. 
Now 
{ ii@ @}bG)}(‘d = @(WC(~)) = e,,Wf) = ((40 I’}(%,,#)}(‘$ 
This and the fact that (e, p) is a covariant representation gives 
{eOi)(dl (a))= {iO@}({eOi}(6(a))) 
= {io~}(({~~i)(wG))(e(a)Ol)((~Oi)(oF))) 
= w4ow%,, ))(e(a)O lK{@~4)0i)(&$H)), 
thus (e, p 0 q) is a covariant representation of (A, G/H, 6 I). 1 
LEMMA 6. Suppose 6 is a coaction of G on A and 4 is a representation 
of A on 2 Then ((Q@ i) 0 6, 10 MG) is a covariant representation of 
(A, G, 6) on 2?@L2(G). 
Proof: Firstly we show that if i is the identity map on C,*(G), then 
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(i, MG) is a covariant representation of (C:(G), G, 6,) on t*(G). Let 
UEA(G). By (1) and the fact that Y,({p@i}(wG))=p(u), we have 
ZA~dMs)){MG 0 iI( = ,u?,((M) 0 W)){MG 0 iHoG)) 
=&AS) %.iG(s)((MGOi)(~G)) 
= Ml M&u* &AS)) 
= MS) wKIW)> 
where r is the left translation action of G on C,(G). Also 
ZN~GOil(~G)(M~)O l))=YIU((MGOi}(w2)) &As) 
= MG(U) &AS). 
NOW by the above and since (MG, A,) is a covariant representation of the 
system (C,(G), G, r) we have that 
and since u was arbitrary in A(G), that 
Integrating we see that (i, MG) is a covariant representation as claimed. 
This, and the coaction identity allows us to deduce the covariance of the 
pair ((em i)o6, 10 MG) as 
In [21, Sect. 71 Rieffel shows that C,.(G) is an equivalence bimodule 
implementing a strong Morita equivalence between C,(G/H) x, G and 
C*(H). It is readily seen that (M,oq) x I, is the representation of 
C,(G/H) x, G induced from 2,. Hence by [S, Proposition 91 and the fact 
that H is amenable 
ker((M, o q) x A,) = ker(ind$~~‘“zG AH) 
= indC,O!~~~)xrG(ker 2,) =0, 
which shows that the representation (M, 0 q) x A,: C,(G/H) x, G + 
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B(L’(G)) is faithful. We will need this fact in proving the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose 6 is a coaction oJ G on A and H is a closed 
normal amenable subgroup of G. Then the map 
I’= Resj: $~,,,)) (((~@i)~S)x(lOM,)) 
: Ax,, (G/H)+B(Z”L’(G)) 
is a faithful representation qf A xdl (G/H) on B(X@ L*(G)). 
Proof: Lemma 6 shows that ((n 0 i) 0 6, 10 MG.) is a covariant 
representation of (A, G, 6) on B(X@ L2(G)). So, by Proposition 5, f is a 
covariant representation of A xii, (G/H). Since H is amenable, the represen- 
tation 
is injective and thus has an inverse. We will show that 
(7.c 0 (MG,, ~~))o(~rO(M~oq)xi~))-‘~;r=id,,,,,,,,,, 
where @ is as in Lemma 2, which will imply that f is injective, as required. 
Suppose {x0 i}(Sl (a))( 10 MGIH(F)) is a generator of A x6, (G/H) and 
that 6(a) is the strict limit of the net (xy; 1 a, @ A,( g,j)), where the a, E A 
and go E C,(G). Then 
(n 0 (MG,” xP3))oY1c~Cl~Oi)C6 (a))(1@MGIH(f9)) 
= (~@(MG,/fX gal) 
~Y-‘(in:OiH@a))(l O(MGOq(F)))) 
=(nO(M,,Ifx k3)) 
oy-’ 
are the usual embeddings of G and C,(G/H) in 
= (7@@) 
strict ‘1 
limit ,T, a, 8nG(nV)) t1 @ MG/ff(F)) 
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(since the integrated form, A, of @ equals @ 0 A,) 
= {mqc4 (a))(1 @~G,fm)? 
and the proof is complete. 1 
Henceforth we will suppress the map q, in particular, M,(q(F)) will 
be denoted M,(F). The image T(A x~, (G/H))c B(Z@L*(G)) of 
A x6, (G/H) under r will be denoted by A x6 (G/H). From Proposition 7 it 
is clear that A x 6 (G/Z-Z) is the C*-subalgebra of B(X 0 L2(G)) generated 
by the elements {rc@i}(6(a))(l @M,(F)), where SEA and FE C,(G/H). 
Now this makes sense whether or not the subgroup H is normal or 
amenable. Using this subalgebra it may be possible to extend the results of 
this paper to include, at least, the non-normal case. 
3. THE SUBALGEBRAS 
In this section H will be a closed (not necessarily normal or amenable) 
subgroup of G. For each such H we present a dense *-subalgebra ~3~ of 
A x6 (G/H). If H is the trivial subgroup we will denote ~3~ by 9. In the 
next section we will show that 9 is a pre-Hermitian gH-rigged 9 module. 
This will establish the desired induction procedure. 
Suppose E is a compact subset of G, that C,(G) denotes the elements of 
C,.(G) with support in E and that up A,(G). Then an element x of 
B(# @ L’(G)) is said to be (u, E, H) if it can be written as the norm limit 
of a sequence (x,),:, in B(X 0 L*(G)) of the form 
‘I 
where the fii E C,(G). We will denote by 9” the set of elements of 
B(A? @ L*(G)) which are (u, E, H) for some u E A,.(G) and E compact in G. 
If H is the trivial subgroup we will abbreviate (u, E, H) by (u, E). 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose 6 is a coaction of G on A, H is a closed 
subgroup of G, a E A, u, v E A,.(G), and f E C,(G). Then the maps 
: s+~(~,.“(~))(lo4a)) and : s -+ (10 4dfs)) W,.“W) 
are continuous with compact support, and 
UGW(u*fM~,(4)=~ 6(~,..(a))(l@cp(f,))ds 
G 
~(&(a))(l@d~ *f,,=J (1 OcpKMk,~ ,(a)) ds. 
G 
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Proof: Let y(s)= 6(6, .(a))(1 Ocp(f,)). Then 7 is clearly supported in 
the compact set F= (supp u) ’ (supp u). Now 
IlY(S)-Y(J’)ll d lblIB,G) Il4,(ll~” - aw) lI4u)/I,,,.;,, 
+ lI4B(C) Il(dJ’)LH - (cp(f’)),,,II,,(,!,,). 
This, the continuity of: G + A(G): s -+ u’, and the uniform continuity of 
q(f) implies y is continuous. That : s -+ (1 0 cp(f,)) 6(6,,,(a)) is also con- 
tinuous with compact support follows similarly. In order to establish the 
first equation of the proposition we initially need to show that if gE C,.(G), 
then 
Mc(cp(u * f)) A,(g) = J %(~,(~,(g))) MG(cp(fJ) h. (2) G 
= I { {MG(dU * f)) MdH5)l (PI V(P) dP G 
= s, .$; JH c, 4r).fI- ‘PAI g(t) 5(tp’p) V(P) dr dhdt dp 
=jc G i,s, U(B) f(s-‘t-‘ph)g(t) <(t-‘p) v(p) ds dh dt dp 
= jG jG jG g(t) u(ts) t(t-‘p) ( jH/ls-‘t-‘ph) dh) v(p) dp ds dl 
(by Fubini’s theorem since 
s, L L s, lu(t~) .fW’tp’ph) g(t) t(t-‘p) v(p)1 dh ds dp dt 
ddE) lldcom Ilcp(lfOllco~~,~~ s (ItA .(lvl * I51 “INt)d~< ~0, G 
where E= (supp g)-’ (supp u); note that 1~1 * 151 ” EA(G) [4, Proposi- 
tion 3.41) 
g(f) U(tS) /zG(f) MG(dh)) dt ds 
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Since 5 and q were arbitrary we have that 
Mc(cp(u *f)) L(g) = j j g(t) 4ts) L(t) Mc(cp(Lf,)) dt ds 
G G 
=.i sIT(t) y;‘,s(nG(t) @ nG(t)) MG(df,)) dt ds G G 
zz 
j (j 
x4, dt)(nG(t)@nG(t)) dt MG(df,)) ds 
G G > 
= j =%4p,,(6G(aG(g))) MG(df,)) & 
G 
which establishes (2). By Lemma l(i) we can find a,- E A and g, E C,(G) 
with supp g, c supp o such that {n @ i}(6(6,(a))) is the *-strong limit of 
the net 2;~ I rc(aU) 0 &( g,,). Let 
y,(S)= {n@X*} 
Then 
y,(s)+ {~~~}({i~sG}(s(s,(u~~~~~l @ MG(df,))) 
= {nO~4PU~}({fiOi}(6(6,(u))))(1 @ MG(df,))) 
= {x@ i}(6(6,.,(u)))(1 @ MG(df,))) 
= Y(S)? 
where the convergence is in the *-strong topology. A similar inequality 
to that from which we deduced the continuity of y shows the yi are 
continuous. Each is compactly supported in F = (supp u) ~ ’ (supp U) as can 
be seen from 
~~~~~~~~~ ~(a,)~(~~(jG8ij(t)I.~(t)~~c(f)dt)(l~~G(~(f,)))) 
=,g, nn(uij)@ (( jG g,,(t) u(ts) &(t) dt) t1 @“G(d+). 
Let 5, q E #@L*(G). Let o<,~ be the linear functional on B(X @ L*(G)) 
defined by T+ (T(t), v]). Then 
580197’1-9 
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wc,,((l oMG(cp(u * f))){n@ i)(&h”(U)))) 
= lim i ut,,(4aii)0 Wf,(cp(u *f)) JLG(gq))) 
i-m /=I 
= lim :l wt,q (4a,)@ (?‘, %(~d~,(g,))) M,(cp(f,)) ds)) (by (2)) r-rm 
= s ~,,,((7l0i}(~(~g..(u)))(10Mc(cp(f,)))) ds G 
(by the dominated convergence theorem, since the *-strong convergence of 
the net C$ I rc(uij) 0 A( gij) to { rr 0 i}(6(6,(u))) implies 
Iq,,h(s))l G II4 B(G) lidf)llC,,,G, 1ltll 
x (ll{W4 ~(6”(4))* (vr)ll+ 1)X&) 
for i sufficiently large, where xF is the characteristic function of F) 
{~nOi}(6(6,.,(u)))(10MG((p(S,))) ds 
> 
. 
This proves the first equation of the proposition. The second equation 
follows similarly. 1 
LEMMA 9. Suppose S is a couction of G on A, H is a closed subgroup of 
G, a E A, E is a compact subset of G, and v E A,(G). Then 
(i) there exists a compact subset F of G such that iff E C,(G) and 
F > 0, then there exists uj E A and f, E C,(G), for j = 1, . . . . n, such that 
)(l @q(f )) 6(60(u))- i 6(60(uj))(1 @W(h))11 <&; 
j=l 
(ii) there exists a compact subset F’ of G such that iff E C,(G) and 
E > 0, then there exist uj E A undf,’ E C,.(G), for j= 1, . . . . n’, such that 
Ii 
&b”(U))(l Ocp(f )) - 5 (10 cp(fjl)) d(d,(al)) < 6 
j= 1 II 
Proof Suppose E is a compact subset of G, f E C,(G), and V is a 
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compact neighbourhood of the identity. Let F be the compact 
subset (supp u)- ’ VE and let E > 0. Choose u E A:(G) such that 
IId” * f) - df)ll Co(G/H) <c/(2 116,(a)lla) and supp UC V. Then 
ll(10 40)) 4~,(a)) - (10 cp(u *f)) &6,(a))ll < 42. 
By Proposition 8, y: s + 6(6,,,,(a))( 10 cp(f,)) is continuous and compactly 
supported in (supp v)- ’ (supp u) c (supp u) ~ ’ V. So by, for example, [26, 
Proposition IV.7.31, we can find cj E C,(G), also supported in (supp u)-’ V 
and sj E G, for j= 1, . . . . n, such that I]~(s)-~,“=, ii(s) y(sj)]l < 
~/(2~&(supp u)-’ V)) for all s E G. If we let vi = SC lj(s) ds, then 
BY Proposition 8, (1 0 cp(u *f)) 6(6,(a)) = SC 6(6..,(a))(l 0 cp(f,)) ds. 
Combining this and the above facts gives 
II 
C1 @V(f)) 6(6v(u)) - i 6(6u(6d,(a)))(1 0 cP(vj.L,)) 
j=l II 
G ll(10 cp(f)) @~,(a)) - (10 cp(u *f)) 46,(a))ll 
+ (10V(u*f))6(6v(u))- i II vj6(6,,-“(u))(10rp(f,)) j=l /I 
(since 6,(6,,(a)) = J,.,,(u) = 6,,,.,(u) by Lemma 1) 
Choosing uj = 6,(u) and& = v,f,, gives the lemma sincefi = vjfs, E C,(G). 
Part (ii) follows similarly. 1 
LEMMA 10. Let E and F be compact subsets of G. Let u and u E A,(G). 
Then 
(i) there exists u compact subset D of G and w E A,(G) such that if 
fecal@ and gECF(Gh then 6(6,(a))(lOcp(f))+6(6,(b))(lOcp(g)) is 
(w D, HI; 
(ii) there exists a compact subset D’ of G such that iff E C,(G), then 
(@6,(a))(l @df)))* is (4 D', HI; 
(iii) there exists W’E A,(G) such that ifge C,(G) undf E C,.(G), then 
~(&(a))(1 ocp(f))6(6,(6))(10cp(g)) is (w', 6 HI; 
(iv) there exists W”E A,(G) such that zfgG C,(G) undf E C,(G), then 
~(&(a))(1 @cp(f))&b(b))(l Og) is (w", ~9; 
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(v) there exists W”‘E A,.(G) and a compact subset D” of’ G such that 
if fe C,(G) and g6 C,(G), then &6,(a))(l of) &6,(b))(l @q(g)) is 
(w”‘, D”). 
Proof: (i) Let D = E u F. Then D is compact. Let w E A,(G) be such 
that w restricted to (supp U) u (supp o) is identically one. Then 6,,,(6,(a)) = 
6,(a) and 8,,,‘(6,(b)) = 6,(b) (Lemma l), so iffE C,(G) and g E C,(G), then 
&&,(a))(1 0 cp(f)) + 6(d,(b))(lO v(g)) = i @6,.(e,))(lO cp(cJL 
r=l 
where e, = a, e2 = b with the e, E A, and c, =A c2 = g with the ci E C,(G). 
So 6(6,(a))(lO df)) + &~,(b))(lO cpk)) is (w D, f-0 
(ii) By Lemma 9 there exists a compact subset D’ of G such that if 
f E C,(G) and E > 0, then there exist f, E C,,(G) and a, E A such that 
Hence 
(&J,(a))(lO VU)))* - i &6,(ai*))(l 044.J)) < 6 
/=I 1~ 
(since (6,(a,))* = 6,(aT) by Lemma 1). Thus if f E C,(G), then 
(46,(a))(lO cp(f)))* is (fi, D’, f0 
(iii) Let E > 0. By Lemma 9 there exist b, E A andf, E C,.(G) such that 
~1 
(10 cp(f)) @d,(b)) - i 6(6,,(b,))(lO cp(fJ) 
j= 1 II 
<~l(Il~.(a)ll~ IlcPk)llCO~GIHd. 
Let W’E A,(G) be one on (supp u)(supp u). Then 6,v,(6,(a) 6,(b,)) = 
6,(a) d,(b,) (Lemma 1). Also (V-G)). (v(g)) = cp(cp(f;) .g), so 
II 6(Ua))(lO df)) &b(b))(lO v(g)) 
- i &d,,(~,(a) 6o(bj)))(lO cP(cP(f;). 8)) 
j= 1 II 
(10 go(f)) 6(6,(b)) 
- i 6(~u(bj))(lOcP(f,)) 
i= 1 
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Thus ifgE C,(G), then d(Ua))(l @q(f)) 6(6,(b))(l @q(g)) is (w’, E, H). 
(iv) and (v) follow similarly. a 
LEMMA 11. Suppose E and F are compact subsets of G, u, v E A,(G), x, 
YEAS, and zE9. 
(i) If x and y are (u, E, H) and (v, F, H), respectively, then there 
exists a compact subset D of G and w E A,(G), such that x + y is (w, D, H). 
Hence 9h is closed under addition. 
(ii) If x is (u, E, H), then there exists a compact subset D’ of G such 
that x* is (ii, D’, H). Hence 9H is closed under adjoints. 
(iii) Zf y is (v, E, H), then there exists w E A,,(G), such that xy is 
(w, E, H). Hence 9” is closed under multiplication. 
(iv) If z is (v, E), then there exists w’ E A,(G), such that xz is (w’, E) 
and hence xz E 9. 
(v) If z is (v, E), then there exists a compact subset D” of G and 
w” E A,(G) such that zx is (w”, D”) and hence zx E 9. 
(vi) Zf P is a compact subset of H, and z is (u, E), then there exists 
a compact subset D”’ of G such that 8,(x) is (u, DIU) for all h E P, where $ 
is the dual action of G on A x6 G (restricted to H). 
Proof By assumption 
and 
y = Jim, ,T, 6(6,(b,,))(f 0 (P(gkl)), 
for some au, bk, E A and fii, g,, E C,.(G). 
(i) Since x and y are (u, E, H) and (v, F, H), respectively, the fii and 
g,, are elements of C,(G) and C,(G), respectively. By the continuity of 
addition 
x+ y=)it 2 &6,(a,))(l Odfg))+ ? 6(6,,(b,,))(l~~(g,))). 
J=l I= 1 
By Lemma 10 there exists a compact subset D of G and w E A,.(G) such 
that 46,(ati))(l G3cp(fg))+6(6,(bj~))(l Ocp(g~)) is (w, D, H) for all&j, and 
1. Since a finite sum of (w, D, H) elements is (w, D, H), each term in the 
limit is (w, D, H). Hence the limit, that is, x + y, is (w, D, H). 
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(ii) Since x is (u, E, H), the f, are elements of C,(G). By the con- 
tinuity of the adjoint operation 
x* = lim 
i+m 
2 (b(h,(a,))( 1 0 up))*. 
,=I 
By Lemma 10 there exists a compact subset D’ such that (6(6,(aQ)) 
(10 cp(&)))* is (6, D’, H) for all i and j. Since a finite sum of (ii, D’, H) 
elements is (ii, D’, H), each term in the limit is (E, D’, H). Hence the limit, 
that is, x*, is (6, D’, H). 
(iii)-(v) Follow similarly. 
(vi) Now by assumption z = lim,, ~ J$:, 6(6,(aU))( 1 @fV) for some 
aV E A and f, E C,(G). By the continuity of 8, 
(since 8,(6(u)) =6(u) and 8,( 1 of) = 1 of”), where suppffi c EP-’ for 
all i and j, hence 6,(z) is (u, EP- ’ ) for all h E P. So choose D”’ to be 
EP-‘. B 
THEOREM 12. Suppose 6 is a non-degenerate couction of G on A, and H 
is a closed subgroup of G. Then gH is a dense *-subalgebra of A x6 (GjH). 
Proof: By Lemma 11, 9H is closed under the algebraic operations and 
involution. So it remains to show 9H is dense in A xg (G/H). Since 6 is 
non-degenerate the set {6,(u): aE A, UE A,(G)} is dense in A (see [4, 
Proposition 3.4; 12, Theorem 51). From this it is clear that the linear span 
of the elements 6(6,(a))( 10 q(f)) f or u E A,(G), u E A, and f E C,(G), and 
hence 9”, is dense in A x6 (G/H). fl 
Suppose E is a compact subset of G and u E A,(G). We will say a con- 
tinuous, compactly supported function 5: H -+ 9 is (u, E) if r(h) is (u, E) 
for all h E H. We will denote by S;, the set of all elements of C,(H, 9) 
which are (u, E) for some u E A,.(G) and E compact in G. 
PROPOSITION 13. Suppose 6 is a non-degenerate coaction of G on A and 
H is u closed subgroup of G. Then Y” is a dense *-subalgebra of 
(Ax,G)x$H. 
Proof Let r, y E &, with 5 being (u, E) and y being (0, F), where E, F 
are compact subsets of G and U, v E A,(G). 
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(i) Now t(h) is (u, E) and y(h) is (u, F) for all h E H, so by Lem- 
ma 1 l(i) there exists a compact subset D of G and w E A,(G) such that 
(r + y)(h) is (w, D) for all he H; that is, r + y is (w, D). Clearly t; + y is 
continuous and compactly supported so 5 + y E &, and & is closed under 
addition. 
(ii) Now t(h) is (u, E) for all h E H, so by Lemma ll(ii) there exists 
a compact subset D of G such that <(h-l)* is (ti, D) for all h E H. By 
Lemma ll(vi) there exists a compact subset L of G such that c*(h)= 
(l/Ah) $,(<(h-‘)*) is (ii, L) f orallhE(supp~))l,henceforallhEH.Now 
C;* is continuous and compactly supported so 5* E&, and &, is self 
adjoint. 
(iii) Now l(h) is (u, E) and y(h) is (u, F) for all h E H, so by part (vi) 
of Lemma 11 there exists a compact subset D of G such that $,(y(r- ‘h)) is 
(u, D), for all r E supp 5, h E H, and hence for all r, h E H. By Lemma 1 l(iii) 
there exists WE A,(G) such that r(r) 8,(y(r-‘h)) is (w, D) for all Y, he H. 
Now (,,: r + r(r) &(y(r-‘h)) . is continuous and compactly supported so we 
can find TIE supp <, yf E C,(H) such that ch is the uniform limit of the 
cJ’= I y$t(r$) (see, for example, [26, Proposition IV.7.31). Hence 
Now since each term in the limit is (w, D), {r * y}(h) is (w, D) for all h E H. 
Since 5 * y is continuous and compactly supported t * y E & and 9H is 
closed under multiplication. 
(iv) Since the maps: h -Cy=, qi(h)x, are in &, where the 
vi E C,(H) and the xi E 9, &, is dense in C,( H, A x6 G), and hence in 
(Ax,G)xsH. I 
4. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF CROSSED PRODUCTS BY COACTIONS 
In this section we show how representations of A x6 G can be con- 
structed from those of A x6, (G/H). We will acheive this by showing that 
9 is a pre-Hermitian gH-rigged %module, to which we can apply Rieffel’s 
theory on the induction of representations of C*-algebras [21]. 
Throughout this section 6 will be a non-degenerate coaction of G on A 
and H will be a closed normal amenable subgroup of G. We define a right 
action of 9” on $9 by x 9 z = xz, for x E 9 and z E $,. Note that the action 
is well defined by Lemma ll(iv). Our immediate goal is to show that 9 is 
a gH-rigged space. In order to define a pre-9Kvalued inner product on 9 
we need to establish the following results. 
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LEMMA 14. Suppose 2 is a Hilbert space, ‘J, E X’, ,for i = I, . . . . n, E is u 
compact subset of G, and wE E C,+(G) is one on E. Then there exists a 
positive constant aE such that 
(i) if5, E C,(G), for i= 1, . . . . n, then 
(ii) if?, E C,.(G/H), ,for i= 1, ,.., n, then 
ProoJ First we show two inequalities that we will need later in the 
proof. Suppose [ E C,(G) and q E C,(G/H). Then by Hiilders inequality 
w,(sh) li”(sh)l dh * dsH 
6 s s wE(sr)’ dr l<(sh)l’dh dsH G/H H 
< II&&)ll ClJ(G/Hl ll5llL~~c~~ (3) 
Also 
o;(sh) Iq(sh)l’ dh dsH 
Suppose %= b(Wi)IICo(G/H)T b&J is an orthonormal basis of S, and 
9 = 
i 
1 vjgj: vi E C with all but finitely many vj = 0 . 
jc.I 
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(by the orthonormality of the I+) 
(by (3) since for all j, C viit E C,(G)) 
=+, ~i@q:,,,,) 
(by the orthonormality of the sj). Part (i) now follows easily from the 
density of B in 2. A similar argument using (4) gives (ii). 1 
LEMMA 15. Suppose E is a compact subset of G and v E A,(G). Then 
there exists a positive constant [v,E such that if ai E A and f, E C,(G), for 
i= 1 , . . . . n, then 
II i 61 (~Aai))(lO Cp(fi)) i=; 1 II <k&E i 6(6&i))(1 of,) . A q(GIff) II i= I Ii A x,sG 
Proof: By Lemma 1 we can find a$ E A and g: E C,(G) with supp g$ c 
supp v such that 6(6,(a,)) is the strict limit of the net (c,?:, a:.@&(&$)) in 
M(A @ C,*(G)). Let C,“= I yI 0 5, E 2 @ C,(G/H). Then 
{n 0 i)(a I (6,(ai)))(l@ MG,H(V!L))}( f Yr @t/)11 
I=1 A‘ 0 L*(G/H) 
= lim k-so z, ({~(at)}(~,))~(‘P({~G(gs)MG(f~))(OZ’Ci))ll 
II % . .@” OL*(G/H) 
(by a straightforward computation, where oE E C,?(G) is one on E) 
(where F is the compact set (supp v)E and c(~ is the positive constant given 
by Lemma 14(i); note that Lemma 14 applies since for all i, j, k, and 1 the 
support of { &( g$) MG( f;)} (0,. 5,) is contained in F) 
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We use this below. Define $ E : X 0 C,.(G/H) --, 2 0 C,.(G) by 
9,(Cp=, Y,@ 0 = C,“= 1 Y, 0 ME. 4,). Then 
II 
,g, { 7c 0 i}(sl (6n(ai)))(1 0 MG/HtO)!~ 
A %l(GIH) 
= sup 
i 
ll{C~=l {710~}(~1(6~(ai)))(10MG,~(~~)))(rl)ll~~~2(G/H~ 
II?/1 Jr@L2(G/H) 
: q E A? 0 C,.(G/H) 
I 
(since P 0 C,(G/H) is dense in A? @ L2(G/H)) 
<a,sup 
i 
II {Cr= 1 {~Oi}(~(~Aai))NIO MG(~~))}(~E(?))II~~,~(GI 
Ml .P @I L2(G/H) 
: rj E X 0 C,.(G/H) 
1 
(by the above) 
(by Lemma 14(ii)) 
d aFaE 
(I 
icl {nOi}(6(~otai)))(1 @“GtL))~l . 
A xaG 
So choose [v,E = CI~C(~. 1 
PROPOSITION 16. The map Y? 9 + 9H giuen by 
lim 2 6(6,(u,))(l Ofi,) 
i+m 
,=l 
--t ,llmti g ~(~,(~,))(lO dfv)) 
j=l 
is well defined. 
Proof. Suppose that x can be expressed as an element of 9 
following ways 
in the 
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where ati, bk, E A, u, u E A,(G), fii E C,(G), and g,, E C,(G) for some fixed 
compact sets D and E of G. Then by Lemma 11(i) we can find WE A,(G) 
and a compact subset F of G such that 
f &~,(a,i))(lOfq)- 2 ~(Wd)(10gd 
j= 1 /= 1 
is (0, F) for all i and k. So by Proposition 7 and Lemma 15 we have 
,=I /=l A xa(G/H) 
= 2 4(~U(av))(l Odfd)- ? d(~,(b~,))(1 Ocph)) 
II j=l I= I il A ~61 (G/H) 
G L,F 
II 
$ 6(6,(a&)(l Of,)- z @~,(bd)(l O&J 
j=l I=1 II A xaG 
for all i and k, where <o,F is the constant of Lemma 15. Choosing the 
second expression for x the same as the first shows that the sequence 
(CJ!= 1 6(6,(a,/))( 10 (pcfi,))) converges. It is also clear from the inequality 
that Y(x) is independent of how we express x. u 
LEMMA 17. Suppose that (ei)ie, is an (increasing) approximate identity 
of A, that tj EA,(G) is positive as an element of C,*(G)*, with $(l)= 
ll$ll B(Gj = 1, and that 8, is the compact subsets of G/H ordered by inclusion. 
For each EE&~ let oE denote an element of CF(G/H) which is one on E. 
Then 
0) (6~(ei));E, is an approximate identity of A, 
(ii) the net z(~,~) = 6(6,(ei))( 1 @o,), for (i, E) E Ix LfH, converges 
strictly to 1 in M(Ax, (G/H)) and hence converges to 1 *-strongly in 
B(2 0 L*(G)). 
Proof (i) Let p be a positive functional on A. Then p(6+(ei))= 
p@$(6(ei)) 20. Hence 6$(e,) 20. Similarly, we have that i < j implies 
ati, <6,(ej). Also lI~Jei)ll d ll$ll B(G) lleillA < 1. TO See that 6$(ei) + 1 
strictly in M(A), write + = b l u for some b E C,*(G), v E B,(G) and recall 
that 6(e,) + 1 strictly in M(A 0 C,*(G)). Then 
G$(ei)a = %(G(e,)(a @ 6)) + %(a@ b) 
=,u?,(a@l)=al(/(l)=a VaEA. 
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Similarly ad@(e,) + a. 
(ii) Let E > 0 and z E A x6 (G/H). Then by Theorem 12 we can find 
a,, bk E A and fi, g, E C,.(G) such that 
II 
z- i 6(aj)(l Oq(f,)) <s/5 and 
II I( 
z* - f &b,*)(l Oq(&)) <c/5. 
j= I k=l !I 
Choose i, such that i> i, implies Ildti(ei)uj - ajjl < s/(5m) where r is the 
maximum of the b(~fi)ll CO(GIH). Let E, = Ur=, supp rp(g,). Then for 
(i, E) 2 (i,, 4) 
+ i l16@(e;)u, -ajII Il’P(fr)llC~(GjH) 
j= 1 
+ i: 6(aj)(1@P(.fj))-z 
II ,=I II 
< 45 + 2~15 + 45 + E/5 = E, 
that is, IIz~~,~,z - ll + 0. A similar argument shows JIZZci,E) - z/I + 0. 1 
LEMMA 18. Let x, y E 9. Then the maps: h + 6,(x) y and :h + y$,(x) are 
norm continuous with compact support, Y(x) E M(A x6 G), 
W.y=j &(x)ydh and 
H 
yY(x) = j y&(x) dh. 
H 
Proof: Let [: H+ B(L*(G)) be defined by: h + p,(h) MC(f) p;(h), 
where f .E C,(G). Let <, q E L2(G). Let w~,,~ be the linear functional on 
W*(G)) defined by T+ (T(t), 9 )L2(Gj. It 1s easily checked that u.I~,~ 0 [ is 
Lebesgue integrable for all 5 and 4. Now 
s Wc,q(P&) MG(f) di(h)) dh = u<,,(“G(df 1)). H 
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So: h -+ p,(h) AI&-) p;(h) is integrable with integral M&q(f)) and 
= 
1 @j PHth) Md-1 P%h) dh 
H 
= 10 M,(cpu-I), 
or in abbreviated notation lH 8,J 1 of) dh = 10 q(f). By assumption there 
exist compact subsets E, F of G and U, u E A,(G) such that 
for some au, bkl E A, fi, E C,(G), and g,, E C,(G). Let 
Since 6 is an action of H on B(X@ t’(G)) the yi are norm continuous, 
and since (8,( 1 @fV))(l @g,,) = 10 (f”,- g,,) the yi are compactly sup- 
ported in (supp g,,)) ’ (supp fi,) c FE -‘. The map: h + 6Jx)~ is the limit 
of the yi so it is also compactly supported in FE ‘. It is clearly continuous. 
Similarly, the map: h + Y$~(x) is continuous and compactly supported. 
Lemma 1 l(iv) and (v) show BH c M(A x6 G). Hence Y(x) E M(A x6 G). 
Let 5, q E 2 @L’(G), and let o<,~ be the linear functional on 
B(%‘@ L*(G)) defined by T-, (T(t), q)XoL~(Gj. Then 
= 5 w&%,(x) Y dh H 
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(by the dominated convergence theorem since for i sufficiently large we 
have that 
which establishes the first equation of the lemma. Now, from this and the 
fact that: h + $,(x) is integrable, we have 
y~(x)w=y J ~^,(x)w~= J y8,(x)~~ w VWES. 
H H 
Letting w run over the net of Lemma 17(ii) we obtain the second equa- 
tion. 1 
THEOREM 19. Let w, ye $3. Then (w, Y)~ = ul(w*y) defines a pre- 
gKvalued inner product on 9. 9 equipped with this pre-inner product is a 
2&-rigged space. If we define a left action of 9 on 9 by y l w = yw, then 9 
becomes a pre-Hermitian BH-rigged a-module. 
Proof: Suppose w, y E 53, z E gH, and (x~)~~,~~, is the net of Lem- 
ma 17(ii), with the subgroup being trivial. Then ( ., . )B is clearly conjugate 
linear in the first variable and linear in the second. By Lemma 18 we have 
that 
(Y, Y>GB = ‘v(Y*Y) 
* strong 
= limit xjy(Y*Y)xi* 
* strong 
= limit J xi&( y*y)x,* dh. H 
Also by Lemma 18 the integrand: h + xi J,( y*y)x,F is norm continuous 
and compactly supported so it can be uniformly approximated in norm by 
sums of the form 
(Y? Y >9 = 
* strong norm 
limit limit F vijkxj s^+(Y*)(Xj Jkgk(J’*))*) 20, 
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since the positive elements are *-strongly (and norm) closed. Again by 
Lemma 18 
(w, y>g = *;;;rg (Ytw*y)x,*)* 
* strong * 
= limit (1 
&(w*y)x,* dh 
H > 
* strong 
= limit xjy(Y*w) 
= (Y, w>,, 
Thus ( ., . )B is a pre-sKvalued inner product on 9, as claimed. To see 
that $3 is a $&-rigged space we need to show the conditions of [21, 
Definition 2.81. Firstly, since s,(z) = z we have that 
(WY y*Z)P=* ;:zFg XjY(W*YZ) 
* strong 
= limit I 
xi S,( w*y) dh z 
H 
* strong 
= limit 
xi Y(w*y)z 
Let (z~~,~)) be the net of Lemma U(ii), with the subgroup being H. Let 
y E 9. Choose fE E C:(G) such that cp(f,) = III’, and let z E 6&,. Then 
(@6tiL(ei))(l Of.3, (&&(eJ)(l Of22))*z)oY 
= <J(6ti(ei))(l @fZ-/*h J(~~(ei))(l Of,$‘*))g ZY 
= @(@&L(ei))(l Ofd &6JeJ)) ZY 
= ~($b(eJ)(lO (P(~E)) 4h8Jei)) ZY 
=&6dei))(lO4) @&,(eJ) ZY 
=z(i,E)z$,E)zY. 
Hence (6(6+(e,))(l @fz’), 6(6Jei))(l @fz*)z), = z~~,~~z~,~~z + z in 
norm. So the linear span of the inner product is dense in gR. Summing up, 
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9 equipped with this pre-inner product is a 3,-rigged space. We will now 
show that 9 is a pre-Hermitian sH-rigged ?&module. The left action is well 
defined by Lemma ll(iii). Now we must show that this action satisfies 
the conditions of [21, Definition 4.191. Let x, 4’ E$$? and ZEN”. Then 
(yex)*z=yxz=y.(x.z) and (yaw, x),= Y(MI*~*.x)= (141, ~**x)~. 
By Lemmas 18 and 17(ii) we have that 
Ilyll:xaC (ww)9- <y*w, Y’W)u 
* strong 
= limit xj(llYll.ix~G (4 w>cd- (y*w, y*w)sbf 
* strong 
= limit I x,&mllf,.,, 
w*w - w*y*yw)x,+ dh 
H 
3 0, (5) 
(since the II A ?, xgG -y*y30 and the positive elements of B(Z’@L’(G)) 
are *-strongly closed). But an element is positive in B(Y? 0 L2(G)) if, and 
only if, it is positive in any C*-subalgebra of B(%‘@L’(G)) containing 
it [26, I, Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 4.81. Thus it is positive in the 
completion, A xg (G/H), of sH, as required. Letting H be the trivial 
subgroup. in Lemma 17(ii), we see that there is a net (z~,,.,) in 9 such that 
z(;,~)x --t x for all x E $3. This shows that $39 is dense in 9 for the norm 
of B( 2 0 L2( G)). To see that $3 l 9 = 99 is dense in ~3 for the semi-norm 
II.119 we note that if XE 9, then x is (u, F) for some UEA,.(G) and some 
compact subset F of G, and that 
llxll; = II<% X>Pll = II~Y(x*x)ll at,, 11-412~ 
by Lemma 15, where [u,F is the constant given by that lemma. This shows 
the left action satisfies the necessary conditions and therefore establishes 
the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 20. We note the map: x + [fl,]: 9 -+ L(9), where [Br] is 
the equivalence class of the operator defined by 13,(y) = x l y, for y E 9, is a 
*-homomorphism which is norm-decreasing for the A x6 G-norm and hence 
extends to a *-homomorphism j, xaC: A x6 G -+ L(9). 
ProoJ: Standard. 1 
Now the module 9 of Theorem 19 can be factored and completed with 
respect to the semi-norm 11. /I3 = II( ., )3lI ‘I2 to give a Hermitian 
A x d (G/H)-rigged A xs G module X which can be used to construct 
representations of A xg G from those of A x6, (G/H). 
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To recap: suppose v: A x8, (G/H) + B(S) is a representation of 
A x6, (G/H) on 9 and r is the isomorphism of Proposition 7. Then we can 
define a pre-inner product on the tensor product X09 by 
We obtain a Hilbert space indiz$,,,, 9 from X@Z! by factoring out by 
the vectors of length zero and completing. The representation of A x6 G 
induced from v is then the representation indi $zG,,I, v of A x6 G on 
indA xaG A xd, (G,H)9, determined by 
{ {indj :$G,H) v)(v)~(cxlo~)= IVXIO~, yE98,XEX, CELL 
Thus we obtain the map 
indA XAG 
Ax6,(G/H) : RedA xsl (G/W) + RedA xs G) 
1 P + India ;6,;G,H) P> 
which is the desired induction process. 
In [7], Gootman and Lazar introduce a notion of induction for crossed 
products by coactions, namely, they define the representation of A x6 G 
induced from a representation Q of A to be ((e @ i) 0 6) x (1 @MC). In the 
following proposition we show that this notion of induced representation is 
the special case, when H = G, of ours. 
PROPOSITION 21. Suppose e is a representation of’ A on the Hilbert space 
9 and that 1 is the trivial representation of C,(G/G) on 8. Then (e, 1) 
is a covariant representation of (A, 61, G/G) on indj:?$zG,,, 9 and 
indj $G/G) (e x 1) is unitarily equivalent to ((e @I i) 0 6) x (1 @ MG). 
ProoJ X-indi !$zG,c, (Q x 1) is unitarily equivalent to 5%indj: z:zG,G) (e x 1) 
so it will be enough to show that %ind~X,~~G,G) (Q x 1) is unitarily 
equivalent to (e@ i)ob x (1 @M,). Let E be the subspace of 9 consisting 
of the elements Cy= i (10 (U * fj)) 6(6,(a,)) for u and v fixed elements of 
A,(G), fi E C,(G), and aj E A. By Theorem 12 and the continuity of the 
involution, the set of adjoints of elements of 9 is dense in A x6 G. This, and 
the fact that A,(G) contains an approximate identity for C*(G), show that 
E is dense in 9 (for the A xg G norm). We will show that this implies 
E@ 9 is dense in 9 Q 9, and thus in ind; $zG,G, 9”. Let x E E. Then 
x*x E 9 so by assumption there exists a compact set F such that 
x*x = ,lirnX i 6(6,(b,))( 16 gii) 
,= L 
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for some w E A,(G), 6, E A, and g, E C,(G). Let r E 9. Then 
(where f is the map of Proposition 7) 
d llr-’ o w*x)ll,4 xa,(G,G) 115112 
= lim 2 61(6,(b,))(l Odg,)) 
II 
114112 i-m ,=I II A xal(G/c) 
d iw, F 
II 
lim f ~(Ub,,))(l 0 gg) llrl12 z-cc ,=I A xgG 
(by Lemma 15, where iti,,F is the constant of that lemma) 
Hence E@9 is dense in 989. Now suppose that x1= 1 (1 Of,) 6(a,), 
C,“= 1 ( 10 g,) h(b,) E E and 5, q E 9’. Then 
;t, ((1 Of,) 6(a,)) 0 59 ig, ((I@ gj) d(bj)) @ V) 9 @I d
= (4x l)oT-’ j$ (10 g,) &bj), i (1 Of,) 6(4) )} (0, v) 
,=I % 9 
=; <{Iex W-‘(WqVlOdEj .fif,))&4))1(5hrl)~ 
(since y(&a)(l @Of) b(b)) y = j-H &a)(1 Of”, 6th) y A = &a)(1 0 df)) 
S(b)y for all y E 9, see Lemma 18) 
(since cp(gj .fi) is the constant function with value JG g,(s)fi(s) ds) 
=C 1 gj(s)fi(~)~~((e(b~ui,)(5), rt>y 
i, j G 
=C JG <{{e(ui)I(5)@hfi)(~)~ {{@(bj)}(9)0gj}(s)),ds 
i, i
(6) 
JJ, {e(ui)>(O@fi, f {P(b,))(VJ@gj) . 
j= I .P @L*(G) 
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Hence IICr=,(lofi)G(ai)O~II,,,=IICI=1 {@(ai)}(5)0fiII8~Lz~G) and 
the map I’: E@9 -+S@L.‘(G) defined by 
is well defined. We shall show V extends to a unitary operator from 
indA x6G Axa,(G,Gj 9 onto 9 @ L*(G), which intertwines the actions of 
g-indIi Z$GG/G) e xl and ((~xl)okI)x(l@M,). It is clear from (6) that V 
preserves the inner products. Since d = {6,(a): a E A, u E A,(G)} is dense 
in A and since Q is a (non-degenerate) representation, {~(d)}(9) 0 C,(G) 
is dense in 9 @ L*(G). Hence V maps onto a dense subspace of 9 @ L*(G). 
To see that V intertwines the actions, suppose 9 @h E 9 @L*(G), 
(10s) 6(a)~9, and z=Cy=, ((1 @(ti * g,))6(6,))O{E EOP. Then 
(by Proposition 8) 
Writing 6(u) as the strict limit of the net (xJn= i a&@ nG(yjk)) for 
some u/-k E A and yjk E C,(G), so that 6,(u) is the limit of 
(c:k_ 1 Jo ds- ‘r) yjkb-) d r uJk), we obtain that the above equals 
= 
)irn, z S, lG jG Yjk(r) UWlr) gi(s-‘f) 
X f(t) h(t) dr dt ds( (@(“jkbi)}(~), V )B 
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(by the dominated convergence theorem, since the strong convergence of 
the net (C, SG U(S- ‘u) yjk(r) d Y aikbi) to 6,,ja)h, implies that for i sufficiently 
large 
6 i IlgiIlCo(G) Iftt) h(f)l (Ilull A(G) IlallA llbilla II511 +1) l/~/l XF(S), 
i= I 
where F is the compact set u:‘=, (suppf)(supp g,)-‘) 
= hll c ((@(U,kbi)}(5)O((Yjk*ii*gi)‘f),40’):,pOL2~G) 
k-co i, 
= {((@~i)“~)x(1~~G)}((1~f)6(a)) 
(1 
( ( 
v i ((lcs(li*g;))J(b,))Ot ,vOh . 
i= 1 >> > 
This establishes the proposition. 1 
5. THE IMPRIMITIVITY THEOREM 
In this section we determine the imprimitivity algebra for the sH-rigged 
space 53 (in terms of A x6 G and other known quantities). This enables us 
to interpret Rieffel’s imprimitivity theorem [21, Theorem 6.291 and obtain 
criteria that allows the characterization of those representations of A x8 G 
which can be constructed from representations of A x6, (G/H) by the 
induction process of Section 4. That is, we present an imprimitivity 
theorem for the process. Throughout this section H will be a closed normal 
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amenable subgroup of G and 6 will be a non-degenerate coaction of G 
on A. 
PROPOSITION 22. Suppose 4 E 9” and x E 9. Zf we define a left action of 
9” on 9 by 5 l X = lH Jdh l(h) 6,(x) dh, then 9 becomes a possibly 
degenerate (that is, & l 9 need not be dense in 9) pre-Hermitian &-rigged 
BH bimodule. 
Proof: Firstly we show that r l x does in fact belong to 9. By assump- 
tion there exist compact subsets E, F of G and U, u E A,(G) such that x is 
(u, F) and l(h) is (u, E) for all hg H. By Lemma ll(vi) there exists a 
compact subset D of G such that Sk(x) is (u, D) for all h E supp 5. By 
Lemma 1 l(iii) there exists o E A,(G) such that t(h) 8,(x) is (w, D) for all 
h E supp r and hence for all h E H. It is clear that: h + Jdh t(h) s,(x) is 
also continuous and compactly supported, hence an element of &. Thus 
by a familiar approximation argument (cf. the proof of Proposition 13(iii)) 
the integral 5 l x can be written as the limit of elements which are (CO, D) 
and is thus (CO, D) itself. Hence t l x E 9. It is now routine to show that 9 
is an Y&SH bimodule. Let w, x, y E 9 and g E &. Then by Lemma 18 
(5*x, Y>B w= s &,Wx)* Y)W dh H 
=jH jH Jdr$,($,(x*)<(r)*y)wdrdh 
Letting w run over the net of Lemma 17(ii) shows (5 ox, Y)~ = 
(~,t;**y)~. Define anactionofHon9 by h*x=Jdh6^,(x), forhEH. 
By Lemma 18 
w(h*x,h*x),=j dhw$,,(x*x)dr 
H 
= I w 6^Jx*x) dr = w(x, x)~. H 
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Hence (hex, Iz*x)~= (x, x),. Let p be a state on A xg (G/H). Then 
p( ( .,. )y) is a scalar valued pre-inner product on 9. Suppose 9,, is the 
Hilbert space obtained by factoring 9 by vectors of length zero and 
completing and that 1) .IIP is the resulting norm on gP. Then by (5) and the 
above, Ilyxll, < llvllA xaC Il4/, and I\@ 8,(x)\\,, = JJxJJ,. Thus 
for every state on Ax,(G/H). Hence (<*x,~*x>,<<\~II~ (x,x)* 
and 9 is a possibly degenerate pre-Hermitian aH-rigged 9H module, as 
claimed. 1 
COROLLARY 23. The map : 5 + [O;]: & -+ L(9), where [O,] is the 
equivalence class of the operator defined by O,(y) = r l x, for all x E 9, is a 
*-homomorphism which is norm-decreasing for the C*-norm on 
(A x6 G) x6 H and hence extends to a a-homomorphism 0: (A x8 G) xg H -+ 
L(9). 
Proof The map : 5 + [O,] is easily seen to be a *-homomorphism 
which is norm-decreasing for the L’-norm on L’(H, A xb G). Hence, by 
the universality property of the enveloping C*-algebra, it is also norm- 
decreasing for the C*-norm. 1 
We now wish to show the linear span 0 of the maps y,,,(h)= 
(l/Ja &(Y*), f or x, y E 9, is dense in (A xg G) XJ H. From this we will 
be able to conclude that 0 is onto. To do this we need to establish the 
following lemma. Recall that a net (Sk) in C,( H, A x6 G) converges to f in 
the inductive limit topology if, and only if, the fk converge to f uniformly 
(in the norm of A x6 G) and there exists a compact subset F of G such that 
supp fk c F for all k sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 24. 8 contains a net (z,),, d such that if 5 E & is of the form 
5th) = rl(h)(lO (6 *f )) 6(a), where q E C,(H), f E C,(G), u E A,(G), and 
a = 6,(b), for some b E A and v E A,(G), then z, * 4 -+ 5 in the inductive limit 
topology. 
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Proof The above mentioned net will be indexed by quadruples 
(N, C, E, i) where N runs over the relatively compact neighbourhoods of the 
identity in H which are contained in some fixed compact neighbourhood of 
the identity, E, C runs over the compact subsets of G, E E R+, and i runs 
over the index set of an approximate identity (e,)ic, of A. The net is directed 
bY 
(N, C, ~,i)g(N’, C’,E’, i’)oNxN’, CcC’,~>d,i<i’. 
Let (N, C, E, i) be given. We begin the construction of the net by choosing 
an open cover ( Ui)y= I of C such that 
{hEH: U,hnUj#%>cM (7) 
This is possible by the first lemma of [23]. Now we choose fi E C: (U,) 
such that 
if,=1 on C (8) 
j= 1 
and is between zero and one elsewhere. Choose gj E C,+ (U,) such that 
fitt) - gjtt) - gj(th) dh < +I Qt E G. 
This can be done by the second lemma of [23]. We have that 
< E. 
Co(G) 
(9) 
Let $EA,(G) be positive as an element of C,*(G)*, with 1+9(l)= 
II*11 b’(G) - - 1. Then by Lemma 17, (6,Jej))i,, is an approximate identity of A. 
Let d, = ai( Then the required net is given by 
z,(h)=& j=l i ‘(dill1 0 gj) J,(d(di)( 10 gj))* 
=& ,f ‘(di)tlO (gj * g,“)) 6(di). 
1 1 
To show that z, * 5 + 5 in the inductive limit topology we will show that 
for all CT > 0 there exists a,,~ &’ such that each of the three quantities (i), 
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(ii), and (iii) on the right hand side of the following inequality is less than 
a/3, for all r-E F= Esupp 4 (note that suppz,cNc E by (7) so 
supp(z, * 5) = F): 
llh * 5)(r) - &)I1 
d Il&d2) 5(r) - t(r)11 
6(6us(di)) ds d(a) - &df) 5(r) I 
= (i) + (ii) + (iii). 
Let a>O. Choose IV,, such that 
IIW-‘r)f,h - v(r)fsllc,,cc, <d(6~ I141B~,~ I14a)y (10) 
for all h E IV,, r E H, and s E G, where K = &(supp $)(supp u)-‘). Choose 
C, such that C, 3 (supp $)(supp u))’ (supp f ). (11) 
Choose 
Eo=min(l; c/(3~ I/~IICO~G~ Ilf lIco~c~ I14B~G~ IMa)). (12) 
NOW (di)z,, is an approximate identity of A. Hence so is (df)j, ,. Since 6 
is a non-degenerate *-homomorphism 6(df) + 1 strictly in M(A x6 G). This 
and the fact that F is compact enable us to choose &,EZ such that i? i, 
implies 
II&d’) 5(r) - 5tr)ll Q 43, VreF, 
that is, (iii) < a/3 for all r E F. Now we will show that for c( > ao, (i) <a/3, 
for all r E F. First, note that 
(z, * t)(r) 
i &di)(lO (gj . j))a(di) J 5(hp1r)) d  
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= s, $h,=, i: 6(di)(1 0 (Sj . .!?:)I S, (l of:) 6(6,s(di)) dS d(U) fj(k'r) dh 
(by Proposition 8, with H the trivial subgroup) 
=J-G &4) jH (I@(-, h ,cl gj ’ gJ ‘fS Vth-ly))) dh 6(6uT(di)) 6(a) ds 
(since the integrand is continuous and compactly supported in 
Ex(supp$)(suppu)-‘cHxG) 
(where the inner integral is the integral of h + (l/m) ~(h ~ ‘Y) gj . gJ” . f t 
:H + C,(G) c B(L2(G))). So for 0: 2 ~1~ we have that 
~(f?W'r)-fAr))d~ 
II 
ds lMscc, lbll~ 
Co(G) 
(since II 10 Mdy)ll = Ml cocGJ 
< ic 246~ Il4I~m MA) II~BCGJ IMA = 43. 
The last inequality follows from the fact that if t E G, then 
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5 ,$ gjtf) gj(rh)(f(s~'zh) rl(hp'r)-f(sp'r) ?(r))dhj 
I 1 
Q i gjCf) J 
j= I 
H & gjtrh) Ifts 'th) v](h-'r)-f(s--'r) f/(r)1 dh 
< i gjCf) J L 
H&ii 
g,(th) dh d(6~ II4~(cz) lI4lA) 
j= I 
(by (lo), since the h-support of the integrand is contained in N,) 
G (1 +i, f;(r)) d(6~ l14B~G~ l14A) (by (9) and (12)) 
G 20/(6~ II4 B(G) II4 A) (by (8)). 
So we have that CY B a0 implies (i) < a/3, for all r E F. Now we show that for 
CI > txo, (ii) d a/3, for all r E F. Since 
w:) 5(r) = v(r) W?)U 0 (C *f)) @a) 
= q(r) a(di) 1 (1 Of,) d(6us(di)) d d(a) 
G 
we have that for all a > cyo 
. s W,(4)l ds@) 
f>> /I 
(since C f, is identically one on Co which by (11) contains supp f, for all 
s in the s-support of the integrand) 
= o/3 by (9) and (12)). 
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So we have that cx > a, implies (ii) 6 a/3 for all TE F, showing that 
z, * < -+ 5 uniformly on F. This establishes the lemma since the support of 
the z, * 5 is contained in F for all a. 1 
LEMMA 25. The linear span 0 of the maps 
is dense for the inductive limit topology on C,(H, A xg G), and hence is dense 
in L’(H, A x6 G). 
Proof. Firstly, we observe that if r E &, then 
(Y,,, * t)(h) = j- 1 x6,( y*<(r-‘h)) dr Hfi 
Let zz, II/, and the gi be as in Lemma 24. Let xi, = 6(6$(e,))( 10 gi). Then 
Let 5 be of the form T(r) = q(r)(l @(ti *f)) 6(a), where q E C,(H), 
f E C,(G), u E A,(G), and a = 6,(b), for some b E A and VE A,(G). Then by 
Lemma 24 we have that x1=, Y,;,~* .xh + ?j in the inductive limit topology. 
Since the linear span of the set of elements 5 of the above special form is 
dense for the inductive limit topology on C,( H, A xg G), the lemma 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 26. The map 0: (A xg G) XJ H + L(9) of Corollary 23 is 
an injective *-homomorphism of (A x6 G) XJ H onto K(9). 
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Proof: With the notation of Corollary 23 we have O(y,,,) = [S,, ,I, 
where 
that is, @(Y,~,,) is the generator CT,,,,] (see Section 1) of K(g). By 
Lemma 25 the linear span of the yX,v is dense in L’(H, A x s G), and thus 
in (A xs G) xg H. Also the linear span of the [T, -V] is dense in K(g). 
Hence 0 maps (A xg G) xg H into, and onto, K(a). 
Now we show that 0 is injective. By [21, Propositions 6.5 and 6.63 9 
is a pre-Hermitian gflrigged K(Q) module which can be used to induce 
representations of A xb (G/H) to representations of K(g). Let /1 be the 
representation of K(g) on Z induced from i, where i is the representation 
of A x6 (G/H) (and A x6 G) on X@ L’(G) defined by i(z) =z, and Z is 
g@ X@ L*(G) factored and completed with respect to the pre-inner 
product 
Let i be the representation of A xg G on L2(H, JV@ L2(G)) determined by 
({i(x)}(i)}(h) = f~,(x)}(C(h)), for h E H and i E CAH, X@L2(G)). Let 
1 @p,, be the unitary representation of H on L*(H, X 0 L2(G)) defined by 
{{lO~~(r)}(i)J(h)=~i(hr). N ow (i, 1 @p,) is a covariant represen- 
tation (the right regular representation) of (A xg G, H, cf). Since H is 
amenable we have that (i, 1 @p,) is faithful [19, Sect. 7.7.51. We will show 
that ix (10 pH) is unitarily equivalent to n 0 0. Hence n 0 0 is also faithful 
and 0 must be injective. Let S={w(t): 1~63, ~ES?@L’(G)}. By 
Lemma 17(ii), 9 contains a net which converges to 1 strongly in 
B(%‘@ L*(G)). Hence B is dense in X0 L’(G). Define a map 
VI~~@~+L~(H,%?“L*(G)) by 1 VxO5)Hh) = C&(x)H5). 
Let [=w(t)~F, for WEE and ~EX@L’(G). Then {V(x@[)}(h)= 
{s,(x)w}(c), which h s ows that V(x@ 5) is continuous and compactly 
supported and hence in L2(H, X@ L’(G)) (since, by Lemma 18, the map: 
h -+ J,(x) w is continuous and compactly supported). 
Let E > 0. Let g be the element of C,(H, 5”) defined by g(h) = a(h) o(5), 
where a E C,.(H), w E 9, and 5 E X 0 L2(G). By Lemma 25, there exists a 
compact subset F of H and xj, yJ- E 9, for i= 1, . . . . n, with supp rY;,, c F 
and such that 
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where K is the maximum value of Ah on F. Now 
dh 
<PH(~‘)(~(JC~ lItlIz PAF)))K. ll~ll* 
= E. 
Since C,.(H) @ 9 is dense in L*(H, X 0 L*(G)), V maps onto a dense sub- 
space. Let W, x, y E 23 and 5, ye, 5 E X 0 L2(G) with 5 = w(l). Then 
= I H ({V(x@i)}(h)> V(yQr)}(h)),,,z,,,dh 
So V preserves the pre-inner products. Suppose y E jH, x @ [ E 9 Q 9, with 
[ = w(5) and 9 E L2(H, 2 0 L*(G)). Then 
= <{V({CB,l}(x)Oi))(h),?(h)>~xoL2~C,dh 5 H 
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=I 5 HH 
(since : (h, r) -+ 6,(y(r) 8,(x))w is continuous with compact support) 
= II ({{i(y(r))({lOp,)(r))V} (xOi)}(h),rl(h))~~i2(G)dhdr HH 
i(Y(r))((le)PH}(T))drV} (x@c)y ~)L2cH,*.,L2iG,, 
Hence V(A 0 O(y)) = {ix (1 @p,)}(y) V. So V extends to a unitary 
operator from Z onto L*(H, X@O’(G)) which intertwines the actions of 
(A x 6 G) XJ H. That is, ix (10 pH) is unitarily equivalent to A 0 0, as 
claimed. 1 
THEOREM 27. Suppose 6 is a non-degenerate coaction of a locally com- 
pact group G on a F-algebra A, H is a closed normal amenable subgroup 
of G, 61 is the restriction of 6 to G/H, as in Lemma 4, and s” is the dual 
action of G on A x6 G. Then (A x6 G) XJ H is strongly Morita equivalent to 
A x61 (G/W. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 19, 53 is a gH-rigged space, so by [Zl, Proposi- 
tions 6.5 and 6.63 K(g) is strongly Morita equivalent to A x6 (G/H). 
But by Propositions 26 and 7, respectively, K(g) is isomorphic to 
(A xg G) x 6 H, and A x6 (G/H) is isomorphic to A x8, (G/H), establishing 
the theorem. 1 
Let j, xaG be as in Corollary 20. Let i, xaG be the natural inclusion of 
Ax,G in kf((Ax,G)x,~H). Then OOiAxgG=jAxgG, where Q has been 
extended to a map from M((A x6 G) x8 H) to M(K(g))c L(9). Let 
CI: L(9) + L(X) be the map determined by {a(T)}([x]) = [T(x)], for 
x E 9, where [y] is the equivalence class of y in A’. Then tl is a *-isomor- 
phism which maps K(g) onto K(X). 
Now applying [21, Theorem 6.291 to the Hermitian A xg (G/H)-rigged 
A x8 G module X, used in Section 4 to induce representations from 
A x6, (G/H) to A x8 G, we see that a representation p of A x6 G on A! is 
induced (via X) from a representation v of A x6, (G/H) (more precisely, 
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from the representation v0 r- ’ of A x a (G/H), where r is as in Proposi- 
tion 7) if, and only if, there exists a representation $ of K(X) on 22 such 
that 
for all ~EAx,G, TEK(X), and 5~22. Recognizing L(X) as M(K(X)) [S, 
Lemma 161 this is if, and only if, there exists a representation + of K(X) 
on 2 such that 
P(b) = Il/(aoj, x,,(b)) VbEAx6G, 
where $ has been extended to M(K(X)). This is if, and only if, there exists 
a representation 4 ( = + 0 a 0 0) of (A xg G) x 6 H on 22 such that 
Ab) = d(iA xsdb)) VbEAx,G, 
but this is if, and only if, there exists a unitary representation U of H on 
22 such that (p, U) is a covariant representation of (A x6 G, H, A), where 8 
is the dual action of H on A x6 G. So we have the following theorem: 
THE IMPRIMITIVITY THEOREM 28. A representation p of A xs G on 9 is 
induced (via X) from a representation v of A x6, (G/H) if, and only IY, there 
exists a unitary representation U of H on 9 such that (p, U) is a covariant 
representation of (A x6 G, H, 8). 
Note that we could have stated the imprimitivity theorem for representa- 
tions induced via 9, since representations induced via $2 are unitarily 
equivalent to those induced via X. 
6. THE CONTINUITY OF THE INDUCTION AND RESTRICTION PROCESSES 
We refer to the induction and restriction processes introduced after 
Theorem 19 and in Proposition 5, respectively. Let r be the isomorphism 
ofProposition7andlet~=(~~6)x(~~(l@M,)) [14,Theorem3.7] bea 
representation of A x6 G. Then 
A xgG 
resi “x&f) p = res A x6, (G/H) ((PO4 x (Pot1 @MG))) 
=(P~@x(Po(lOMG)Oq) 
= (Poro4) x @or0 (1 @MG,,)) 
=/for, (13) 
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where p has been extended to M(A x6 G) 3 A x6 (G/H). Now we present a 
similar result for ind; EO,zG,,,). Recall that X is a Hermitian A xg (G/H)- 
rigged K(X) module [21, Proposition 6.141 and thus establishes the induc- 
tion process 
indK(X) 
A X81 (G/H) : Rep(A x6, (G/H)) -+ Rep(K(X)). 
We define the map 
ind a”xx,;,“,:~~ : Rep(A xsl (G/W) -, RepW x6 G) xs HI 
by 
Then by Rieffel’s imprimitivity theorem [21, Theorem 6.291 
indA x~G 
A q(G,H) ’ = (ind;‘,X,;(G,,, v)” a OjA xgG 
= (ind (14) 
Suppose P: A -+ M(B) is a *-homomorphism. Then we can deline a map 
P*: Ideals(B) + Ideals(A) by P*(Z)= {acA: P(a)BcZ}, 
where I is an ideal of B. Green shows that P* preserves intersections and 
is continuous with respect o the (inner) hull-kernel topology, as defined in 
[8] just before Proposition 9. The relevance of P* lies in the fact that if Ic/: 
B--t B(3) is a representation of B on d, then 
ker($oP)= {a~ A: P(a)BcZ) = P*(ker 9). 
If p is a representation of A x;, G, then by (13), resi E;zGIH) p = p 0 r. Hence 
ker(re4 E:,~G,H) P) = r*(ker p), which shows that weakly equivalent 
representations of A x6 G are mapped to weakly equivalent representations 
of A xg, (G/H). Hence the restriction process can be considered to be a map 
on ideals and as such is continuous, since r* is. If v is a representation of 
A x6, (G/H), then from (14) 
ker(ind~“,~~,,,,~)=i~~,,(ker(indaA,”,p~~G,:;;4Hv)) 
= i); x,G(Wer VI), 
where h: Ideals(A x,(G/H)) -+ Ideals((A xg G) XJ H) is the continuous 
bijection of [22, Theorem 3.11 determined by the equivalence bimodule X. 
This shows that the induction process indzc$c,,, maps weakly equivalent 
representations to weakly equivalent representations and can thus be 
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considered a map on ideals. .As such it is clearly continuous since both h 
and i5xao are. So summing up we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 29. The maps 
ind A x&G A ~61 (G/H) : Ideals(A x6, (G/H)) + Ideals(A xg G) 
A x&G res.,,,(,,,,,: Ideals(A x6 G) + Ideals(A x6, (G/H)) 
are continuous with respect to the hull-kernel topologies. 
Proposition 21 shows that this result is an extension of Gootman and 
Lazar’s Theorem 3.8 [7]. Theirs is the case H= G. 
7. PROPER ACTIONS 
An action c1 of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra B is said to 
be proper is there exists a dense a-invariant *-subalgebra B, of B such that 
(i) for any a, b E B, the maps :s -+ (l/a) aa, and :s -+ acr,(b*) 
are in L’(G, B), 
(ii) for all a, b E B, there exists an element $a,b E M(B,)“, where 
M(B,)” denotes the a-invariant elements of M(B) which carry B, into itself, 
such that 
ctilz,, = s caa,(b*) ds VCE Bo. G 
Proper actions, which are closely related to the integrable actions of [ 1, 21, 
were formulated by Rieffel [24]. Let Ba denote the closure, in M(B), of the 
elements $,,h, for a, b E B,. Then Rieffel [24] has shown that B” is strongly 
Morita equivalent to a subalgebra E of the reduced crossed product 
B x,,, G. If E is all of B x,,, G we will call c1 saturated. 
THEOREM 30. Suppose b is a non-degenerate coaction of G on A and H 
is a closed normal amenable subgroup of G. Then the dual action $ of H on 
A xg G is proper and saturated. 
Proof Our candidate for B, will be 9,. Lemma 11 (vi) and Theorem 12 
show that 2 is a dense &invariant *-subalgebra of A x6 G. Let x, y E 9. By 
Lemma 18 the maps: h-t (l/,/%)x8,(y*) and: h-+x&,(y*) are con- 
tinuous and compactly supported, and hence in L’(G, B). Letting Y be the 
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map of Lemma 16, it is clear from Lemma 1 l(iv) and (v) that Y’(x*,v)E 
M(9)‘. Also, by Lemma 18, 
z!qx*y) = j z&(x*y) dh VZE9. 
H 
Hence s^ is proper. Now (A x8 G)’ is the closure of the linear span of the 
elements !P(x*y), which is the closure of $SH, that is, A xg (G/H). By 
Theorem 27, (A x6 G)” is strongly Morita equivalent to (A x8 G) XJ H, so 
C$ is saturated. 1 
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